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The book supports and supplements studentsâ€™ understanding of property and its role in the law

school curriculum. It provides a firm foundation for doctrinal analysis, but its emphasis is on those

important concepts that illuminate the doctrine. The book therefore explores important insights from

law and economics, philosophy, and history, helping students develop fluency in both the form and

substance of mainstream arguments from these various perspectives. The book is organized

around three main themes: acquiring property, dividing property, and limiting rights in property. It

can be used in conjunction with any of the leading property casebooks.
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Professor Serkin's property supplement is amazing. He makes convoluted, archaic property laws

easily understandable and enjoyable to read. Best supplement I've used thus far in law school.

Thank you for this!!!

It was fantastic. I had Christopher Serkin as my property law professor, and his supplement was

fantastic for reviewing concepts in class that maybe I did not initially understand. Clear, concise, and

easily understandable. It is written in way that is readily accessible. It almost felt as though I had the

chance to sit in lecture again to rehear the points he made in class. Fantastic buy for anyone looking

to further their understanding of property law.

This book explains the theory and rationales behind property law in a way that is both concise and



easy to understand. It was also pretty great having him as a Professor.

Christopher Serkin sure knows how to put Property Law in a manner that makes it fun and

interesting! What a book!
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